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The meeting was organized by Bert Gerards (Amsterdam), Andr�as Seb�o (Grenoble), and

Robert Weismantel (Magdeburg). The goal of the onferene was to bring together the

ommunities of di�erent, but related �elds of mathematis: Combinatorial Optimization,

Disrete and Convex Geometry, and Graph Theory. The meeting was attended by more

than 40 partiipants from various ountries.

The sienti� program was started on Monday by L�aszl�o Lov�asz, who gave a tutorial on

latties. Twenty-eight talks were given during the eight morning and afternoon sessions.

A highlight of the onferene was the purported proof of the Strong Perfet Graph

Conjeture by Paul Seymour and his group. It was the topi of three regular talks and an

extra, informal session on Thursday evening. There also was a speial session with three

talks on the topi of Path Mathing on Thursday morning.

On Wednesday evening, a problem session was held. A. Frank, L. Lov�asz, P. Seymour,

S. Onn, M. Laurent, and A. Shrijver presented interesting problems from their urrent

researh and some of their favourite onjetures.

The abstrats of the talks are given below (in alphabetial order).
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Abstrats

Knapsaks, the Frobenius number, and Latties

Karen Aardal

(joint work with Arjen K. Lenstra)

We onsider the following integer feasibility problem: \Given positive integer numbers
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?" Some instanes of this type have been found to be extremely hard

to solve by standard methods suh as branh-and-bound, even if the number of variables

is as small as ten. We observe that not only the sizes of the numbers a

0

; a

1

; : : : ; a

n

; but

also their struture, have a large impat on the diÆulty of the instanes. This partiular

struture enables us to derive a strong lower bound on the Frobenius number for these

instanes. Moreover, we demonstrate that the harateristis that make the instanes so

diÆult to solve by branh-and-bound make the solution of a ertain reformulation of the

problem almost trivial. We aompany our results by a small omputational study.

The minimum area onvex lattie n-gon

Imre B

�

ar

�

any

(joint work with Norihide Tokushige)

Let A(n) be the minimum area of onvex lattie n-gons. (Here lattie is the usual lattie

of integer points in R

2

.) G. E. Andrews proved in 1963 that A(n) > n

3

for a suitable

positive . We show here that limA(n)=n

3

exists. Our omputations suggest that the

value of the limit is very lose to 0:0185067 : : :. It turns out further that the onvex lattie

n-gon P

n

with area A(n) has elongated shape: After a suitable lattie preserving aÆne

transformation P

n

is very lose to the ellipsoid x

2

=A

2

+ y

2

=B

2

= 1 with A = 0:00357n

2

and B = 1:656n.

Robust Disrete Optimization

Dimitris Bertsimas

(joint work with Melvyn Sim)

We propose an approah to address data unertainty for disrete optimization problems

that allows ontrolling the degree of onservatism of the solution, and is omputationally

tratable both pratially and theoretially. In partiular, when both the ost oeÆients

and the data in the onstraints of a mixed integer programming problem are subjet

to unertainty, we propose a robust mixed IP of moderately larger size that allows to

ontrol the degree of onservatism of the solution in terms of probabilisti bounds on

onstraint violation. When only the ost oeÆients are subjet to unertainty and the

problem is a 0/1 IP on n variables, then we solve the robust ounterpart by solving n + 1

instanes of the original problem with di�erent objetive funtions. Thus, the robust

ounterpart of a polynomially solvable 0/1 IP remains polynomially solvable. In partiular,

robust mathing, spanning tree, shortest path, matroid intersetion, et. are polynomially

solvable. Moreover, we show that the robust ounterpart of an NP-hard �-approximable

0/1 IP remains �-approximable.
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Path-Mathings and Even Fators

Bill Cunningham

(joint work with Jim Geelen)

An even fator of a digraph is the edge-set of a olletion of vertex-disjoint dipaths and

even diiruits. The problem of �nding a maximum size even fator is NP-hard in general,

but solvable in polynomial time when the digraph is weakly symmetri, meaning that

every strong omponent is symmetri. We show this result, and also solvability results for

a weighted version, and a version in whih matroid struture is imposed on the end verties

of the dipaths. These problems generalize orresponding problems in path-mathings, and

thus generalize (weighted) mathing and (weighted) matroid intersetion. Main tools are

the Tutte matrix of the digraph, a generalization of Geelen's mathing algorithm, and

Murota's valuated matroid intersetion algorithm.

On the stable b-mathing polytope

Tam

�

as Fleiner

We haraterize the bipartite stable b-mathing polytope in terms of linear onstraints.

The stable b-mathing polytope is the onvex hull of the harateristi vetors of stable

b-mathings, that is, of stable assignments of a two-sided multiple partner mathing model.

Our proof uses the omparability theorem of Roth and Sotomayor and follows a similar

line as Rothblum did for the stable mathing polytope.

On the geometri rank of relaxations

Peter Gritzmann

(joint work with Andreas Brieden)

We introdue the geometri rank as a measure for the quality of relaxations of ertain

ombinatorial optimization problems in the realm of polyhedral ombinatoris. This notion

leads in partiular to sharp inapproximability bounds for largely restrited lasses of the

general polynomial programming problem. We also relate the geometri rank of a relaxation

of the stable set polytope to the question whether the separation problem for the relaxation

an be solved in polynomial time.

Paking T -joins and edge olouring

Bertrand Guenin

Let (G; T ) be a planar graft for whih there exists a T -ut with at most 5 edges and

where all T -uts have the same parity. We show that in that ase the ardinality of the

minimum T -ut equals the maximum number of pairwise disjoint T -joins. As a orollary

we obtain that k-regular planar graphs G (where k � 5) have hromati index k i� 8X �

V (G); jÆ(X)j � k when jXj odd. The ase k = 4 was onjetured by Seymour in 1979, it

is a strit generalization of the 4-olour theorem.
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Representation of polyhedra by polynomial inequalities

Martin Henk

(joint work with Martin Gr�otshel)

A beautiful result of Br�oker and Sheiderer on the stability index of basi losed semi-

algebrai sets implies, as a very speial ase, that every n-dimensional polyhedron admits

a representation as the set of solutions of at most n(n+1)=2 polynomial inequalities. Even

in this polyhedral ase, however, no onstrutive proof is known, even if the quadrati

upper bound is replaed by any bound depending only on the dimension.

Here we give, for simple polytopes, an expliit onstrution of polynomials desribing

suh a polytope. The number of used polynomials is exponential in the dimension, but in

the 2- and 3-dimensional ase we get the expeted number n(n+ 1)=2.

Hilbert Bases, Gomory Integer Programs and Supernormal Vetor

Con�gurations

Serkan Hos�ten

We study the hierarhy of normal on�gurations (those on�gurations of vetors whih

form a Hilbert basis of the one they generate) from the point of view of overing prop-

erties of the monoid of lattie points in the one that the on�guration de�nes, as well

as from the integer programming point of view. We introdue 2 new lasses of on�gura-

tion namely �



-normal on�gurations and supernormal on�gurations. These are general-

izations of on�gurations with unimodular triangulations and unimodular on�gurations,

respetively.

A Faster Saling Algorithm for Minimizing Submodular Funtions

Satoru Iwata

A set funtion f on a �nite set V is submodular if it satis�es

f(X) + f(Y ) � f(X \ Y ) + f(X [ Y ); 8X; Y � V:

Submodular funtions are disrete analogues of onvex funtions.

Reently, ombinatorial strongly polynomial algorithms for minimizing submodular fun-

tions have been developed by Iwata, Fleisher, and Fujishige (IFF) and by Shrijver.

The IFF algorithm employs a saling sheme for submodular funtions, whereas Shri-

jver ahieves a strongly polynomial bound by introduing a novel subroutine in a lexio-

graphi augmentation framework. Subsequently, Fleisher and Iwata have been desribed

a push/relabel framework that uses this subroutine to improve the running time bound.

In this talk, we ombine these two streams of tehniques to yield a faster ombinatorial

algorithm for submodular funtion minimization. The resulting algorithm improves over

the previously best known bound by an almost linear fator in the size of the underlying

ground set.
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Primal (Mixed) Integer Programming

Matthias K

�

oppe

(joint work with Utz-Uwe Haus and Robert Weismantel)

We review the \lassi" primal Integer Programming algorithms by R. D. Young and

others. The known weaknesses of these methods and the lak of an algorithm of this type for

mixed integer programs provide the motivation for the study of new primal-type algorithms

that are based on \linear reformulations", rather than integer pivoting. We present suh

an algorithm, the Integral Basis Method, for whih we present omputational results both

on proving optimality of given optimal solutions and augmenting suboptimal points, for

hard 0/1 integer programs from the MIPLIB. Finally we present a reent extension of our

algorithm to mixed integer programs.

Bases, Reorientations and Linear Programming

in Graphs, Hyperplane Arrangements, and Oriented Matroids

Mihel Las Vergnas

(joint work with Emeri Gioan)

The present work pursues a series of results originating in a theorem of R. Stanley

(1973) on the number of ayli orientations of a graph. First generalizations of this result

are given by theorems of T. Zaslavsky (1975) on the number of regions of an hyperplane

arrangement, and of M. Las Vergnas (1975) on the number of ayli reorientations of an

oriented matroid, or equivalently, the number of regions of its topologial representation. A

further generalization is a state model for the Tutte polynomial of an oriented matroid on a

linearly ordered set in terms of orientation ativities (M. Las Vergnas 1982). Comparing the

lassial state model of the Tutte polynomial in terms of basis ativities (W.T. Tutte 1954)

to the state model in terms of orientation ativities yields a remarkable relation between the

numbers of bases and reorientations with given ativities in an oriented matroid { namely

2

i+j

b

ij

= o

ij

. We present here a bijetive proof of this relation. Our onstrution onsists in

�rst deomposing ativities, then establishing a bijetion between bases and reorientations

by means of two dual algorithms. The resulting ative orrespondene, whih preserves

ative partitions, is losely related to oriented matroid programming.

Semide�nite relaxation for 0/1 polytopes

Appliation to Max-Cut

Monique Laurent

Several methods for onstruting linear and/or semide�nite relaxations of 0=1 poly-

topes have been proposed; in partiular, the lift-and-projet method (Balas, Ceria and

Cornu�ejols), the iterative matrix-ut method (Lov�asz and Shrijver), the RLT method

(Sherali and Adams), and some algebrai methods based on representations of polynomi-

als as sums of squares and the dual theory of moments (Lasserre, Parrilo, Shor). We show

that the tightest relaxations are obtained when applying the algebrai onstrution and

give a simple ombinatorial interpretation in the 0=1 ase.

We study in detail the appliation to the maximum ut problem. Several results are

presented, inluding a linear lower bound on the number of iterations needed for �nding

the ut polytope, and a geometri result on the set of moment matries.
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Multi-index Transportation Polytopes

Jes

�

us Antonio de Loera

A d-way table of size (n

1

; : : : ; n

d

) is an array v = v

i

1

;:::;i

d

of nonnegative integers with

1 � i

j

� n

j

. For 0 � m < d, an m-marginal of v
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;:::;i

d
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�

d

m

�

possible m-tables

obtained by summing the entries of v

i

1

;:::;i

d

over all but m indies. For instane, if v
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is a 3-table of size (n; n; n) then its 0-marginal is v

+;+;+

=
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=

P

n

j=1

P

n

k=1

v
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. A multi-index transportation polytope assoiated

to some marginals is the set of tables whose marginals are exatly as those spei�ed. Suh

polytopes appear often in Statistial analysis. Two theorems were presented about these

polytopes:

� In joint work with S. Onn, we provided an integer preserving aÆne isomorphism

between transportation polytopes of 3-tables with given 1-marginals and upper

bounds on entries on one hand, transportation polytopes of 3-tables with given

2-marginals (and no upper bounds) on the other hand. It an be used to systemat-

ially obtain \empty" transportation polytopes { that are rationally nonempty yet

ontain no integer lattie point.

� In joint work with M. Ahmed and R. Hemmeke, we use a new implementation of

Barvinok's algorithm for ounting lattie points to derive expliit formulae for the

Ehrhart quasi-polynomials of several transportation of 3-tables.

Harmoni and analyti funtions on graphs

L

�

aszl

�

o Lov

�

asz

(joint work with Itai Benjamini)

Harmoni and analyti funtions have natural disrete analogues. Harmoni funtions

an be de�ned on every graph, while analyti funtions (or, more preisely, holomorphi

forms) an be de�ned on graphs embedded in orientable surfaes. Many important prop-

erties of the \true" harmoni and analyti funtions an be arried over to the disrete

setting. We prove that a nonzero analyti funtion an vanish only on a very small on-

neted piee.

As an appliation, we desribe a simple loal random proess on embedded graphs,

whih have the property that observing them in a small neighborhood of a node through

a polynomial time, we an infer the genus of the surfae.

Disrete Convex Funtions

Kazuo Murota

Disrete onvex analysis is a theory of M-onvex and L-onvex funtions, aiming at a

disrete analogue of onvex analysis for nonlinear disrete optimization. Tehnially it is a

nonlinear generalizations of matroid/submodular funtion theory. This talk onsists of two

parts. The �rst part points out a onnetion of disrete onvex analysis to the results of

D. Gale and T. Politof (Substitutes and omplements in network ow problems, Disrete

Applied Mathematis, Vol. 3 (1981), pp. 175{186). The submodularity of the maximum

ost with respet to weights and apaities on parallel ars is a onsequene of the following

fat: The maximum ost of a feasible irulation is L

\

-onvex as a funtion in weights on

parallel ars, and is M

\

-onave as a funtion in apaities on parallel ars. The seond

part of the talk explains fundamental results in disrete onvex analysis, with emphasis on

onjugay and duality.
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A Polynomial Time Algorithm for Universal Gr�obner Bases

Shmuel Onn

We provide a polynomial time algorithm for omputing the universal Gr�obner basis of

any polynomial ideal having a �nite set of ommon zeros in �xed number of variables.

One ingredient of our algorithm is an e�etive onstrution of the state polyhedron of any

member of the Hilbert sheme of n-long d-variate ideals, enabled by introduing the Hilbert

zonotope and showing that it simultaneously re�nes all state polyhedra of ideals on the

Hilbert sheme.

Lower Bounds for Covering Codes

Alain Plagne

(joint work with Laurent Habsieger)

My talk was about overing odes. The ontext is the following: we are given q and n

two integers and study the ambiant spae F

n

q

, the n-th power of the �nite alphabet with

q elements, whih is equipped with the usual Hamming distane. Given an integer R we

de�ne K

q

(n;R) to be the smallest possible number of balls with radius R whih are needed

to over the whole spae. In the talk, we did show how to derive good lower bounds for

K

q

(n;R). The method is partly algorithmi and related with integer programming.

S-paths

Alexander Shrijver

An S-path is a path in a graph having two distint end verties in S. We explain a short

proof of Mader's min-max relation for the maximum number of openly disjoint S-paths,

and give relations to matroid theory, inluding a new representation in terms of matroid

mathing. We pose as problems to derive a diret, polynomial-time algorithm to �nd a

maximum number of openly disjoint S-paths, and to haraterize the Mader matroids in

relation to linear matroids and gammoids.

Strong Perfet Graph Theorem

Paul Seymour and Maria Chudnovsky

(joint work with Neil Robertson and Robin Thomas)

Claude Berge proposed the onjeture in 1960 that, in every graph with no odd hole

or odd antihole, the number of olours needed to properly olour the graph equals the

size of the largest omplete subgraph. (A \hole" means an indued subgraph whih is a

yle of length � 4, and an \antihole" is the same in the omplement graph.) This has

beome one of the most well-known and popular open problems in graph theory. Most

attempts on it have been based on linear programming methods, studying the properties

of a minimal ounterexample; they go a long way, but appear eventually to get stuk.

Reently, however, a new approah was initiated by Conforti and Cornu�ejols, an attempt to

atually �nd expliit onstrutions for all the graphs not ontaining odd holes or antiholes,

and heking diretly that they satisfy Berge's onjeture. I am happy to report that this

works. In joint work with Maria Chudnovsky, Neil Robertson and Robin Thomas, we

have been able to arry out the Conforti{Cornu�ejols program, and thereby prove Berge's

onjeture. (We hope! { we only �nished the proof in May, and there are two years worth

of details to hek, but so far it stands up.)
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A Combinatorial Algorithm for the Independent Path-Mathing Problem

Biana Spille

(joint work with Robert Weismantel)

The independent path-mathing problem is a ommon generalization of the mathing

problem and the matroid intersetion problem. Cunningham and Geelen proved that this

problem is solvable in polynomial time via the ellipsoid method. We present a polynomial-

time ombinatorial algorithm for its unweighted version that generalizes the known om-

binatorial algorithms for the ardinality mathing problem and the matroid intersetion

problem.

Path-Mathing and Even Fators

L

�

aszl

�

o Szeg

}

o

(joint work with Andras Frank, Biana Spille, and Gyula Pap)

Cunningham and Geelen introdued the notion of path-mathings as a ommon general-

ization of maximum weight mathings and maximum weight matroid intersetions. They

proved that this problem an be solved in polynomial time. Here we show a simli�ed

min-max formula for the maximum value of a path-mathing along with a ombinatorial

proof (joint work with Andras Frank) and a Gallai-Edmonds-type struture theorem on

the maximum valued path-mathings (joint work with Biana Spille).

Cunningham and Geelen generalized path-mathings further, they de�ned the even fa-

tor problem. This problem turned out to be NP-omplete in general but in weakly sym-

metri graphs it is polynomial as Cunningham and Geelen showed. We give a simpli�ed

min-max formula for the maximum ardinality of an even fator in weakly symmetri

graphs together with a struture theorem (joint work with Gyula Pap).

Valid Inequalities for MIP, Superadditivity and Submodularity

Lawrene Wolsey

We onsider the question of whih \hard" mixed integer programming sets should be

studied so as to improve utting plane algorithms. This leads us to reonsider the liftings

of valid inequalities. We derive general onditions for lifting sets of variables subjet to

arbitrary onstraints, with superadditivities playing a ruial role. Several questions are

raised onerning superadditive funtions on R

n

, R

1

+

, R

1

�

, et. espeially related to single

node ow sets; and the struture of the orresponding lifting funtions.

The seond set onsidered is a multi-onstraint extension of the single node ow model,

arising in apaitated lot-sizing. Here simultaneous lifting results are known even though

the lifting funtions are not superadditive. However here the submodularity of ertain �xed

harge network ows provides a di�erent validation of the simultaneous lifting property.

Edited by Matthias K�oppe and Utz-Uwe Haus
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